
50
th

 Annual Ontario Div Convention – May28 – June 1, 2013 Sheraton Centre, Toronto, ON. 

Last week I attended the 50
th

 Annual Convention for CUPE Ontario.  Pam Griffin-Hody from our local also 

attended. 

This was a very interesting and controversial convention in some ways as there were resolutions which 

caused great emotion and thought on groundbreaking initiatives. 

Tuesday May 28
th

 was the day before convention and the majority of the sectorial caucus meetings were 

scheduled on that day.  The University Sector caucus was on Tuesday evening and was very well 

attended.  There were discussions about bargaining concerns regarding the TA’s and Contract 

Instructor/Sessionals, and plenty of discussion regarding the amounts that different locals were asking 

for in terms of monetary and differences in the amount received. The OUWCC is mounting a campaign 

entitled “Where’s the Funding” so further discussion was mentioned regarding what the campaign is for 

– which is to find out if University’s are transparent and accountable with their funding.  We also found 

out that the OUWCC receiving funding for the campaign which was great news. Then there was 

discussion about the resolutions which were being brought forward which were about a Hundred for 

Hassan, international student fees and supporting Part time and marginalized workers. 

Wednesday May 29
th

 was the opening of convention and we heard speeches from the President of CUPE 

ON, President of the OFL and the debate on Resolutions were started.  We heard of the plight of Hotel 

Workers and those at the Sheraton of a Green Campaign where they are at risk of having less days of 

work and we went out to a Rally to support the Hotel Workers at a Hotel close to where the convention 

was at. 

Each set of resolutions had a sector to it and before the resolutions started there was a PowerPoint 

presentation to show the actions over the year.  Some of the songs to the slideshows were very 

powerful. The debates on the floor on the first day of convention surprised me, where typically there 

are a lot of cons against resolutions, this wasn’t as prevalent on day one and a great many resolutions 

were passed. 

Thursday May 30
th

  

On Thursday morning we heard speeches from the Secretary-Treasurer of CUPE ON and CUPE National. 

We also heard from the striking Porter Workers and it totally made me feel like we should really push at 

Carleton for a ban on Porter Airlines.  The safety issues alone which are affecting the workers, means 

that the employer should take this strike seriously.  As well, on Thursday was the Equality Luncheon 

where we heard from Young Workers as this was the year of the Young Worker at Convention. 

We heard from one woman who, at the time, was working for Parliament and actually stood up in 

defiance of Harper and put up a sign that said STOP HARPER.  It was a very moving moment.  We then 

heard from an Aboriginal Young Worker who lived amid the Gas chimneys in Northern Ontario and was 

talking about the pollution and problems in the environment when living among these things and how 

can we resist and stop the corporations from polluting and ruining the environment. 



The debate on the floor intensified on Thursday as the Constitutional Amendment  Committee put forth 

a request for diversity Vice Presidents in the areas of LGBT, Disability and Young Workers and Women. 

The only resolution that went ahead was for LGBT, I believe.  There was lots of debate as to why there 

needed to be a VP for every equity area.  White men got up and spoke of how we all are the same.  

Which promoted the President, Fred Hahn to mention that no Brother, that is not true, white men have 

more privilege.  There were lots of tears, hugs, breathless moments as these amendments were 

discussed.   

We had a moment of silence one morning for those killed both In the building collapse and fire in 

Bangledesh and again for the Ornge Plane that crashed. 

Friday May 31
st

  

On Friday we had elections for Members at Large and Trustees. 

We also heard from a gentleman from the Teachers Union in Chicago who talked about their struggles 

and mass demonstrations.    We then celebrated the 50
th

 Anniversary of CUPE ON and the gains that 

have been made during that time.  There was some insight into the troubling debates of equity positions 

when Judy Darcy spoke up about how when the Women’s Committee got started, they had to fight to 

have women sit on the committee. 

After lunch, Andrea Horwath, Provincial Leader of the NDP stopped by and that caused more debate and 

discussion as the political climate is changing… and how is that affected Labour?  The resolution debate 

continued. 

Saturday June 1
st

,  

This was the last morning of convention.  We passed the Action Plan which discusses the near future 

issues that we would like CUPE ON to act on.  Since, as I mentioned earlier, there was lots of debate 

regarding political support to the Labour Movement, there were some tense moments of thinking that 

we wouldn’t get the action plan voted on before we lost quorum but we did it. 

It was a great convention, full of opportunities to meet other members, talk and discuss debates until 

the wee hours of the morning. 
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